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1.0    FACULTY OF COMMUNICATION AND MASS MEDIA (FCMM)

1.1    Undergraduate programme

BSc (Hons) communication and Mass media
The programme offers a broad understanding of communication and Mass media and allows you to specialise in one of 
the following areas:
• Journalism and New media
• Radio and Television
• Media and Film studies
• Integrated Marketing Communication

1.2    Why study Communication and Mass Media at BUE?

The programme provides a comprehensive student experience that incorporates social, political and media modules 
from a variety of sub-disciplines including media and society, media and politics, film production and media analysis, 
multimedia, public relations, news gathering, marketing, radio& Tv performance and development communication.

The faculty seeks to ensure graduates are fluent in both Arabic and English to enable better opportunities to work in the 
national, regional and international media. In sum, the faculty of communication and new media in BUE is unique. It’s 
aim is to provide students with a universal understanding of today’s media world. Keeping the students aware of the 
latest local and international trends, technologies and media changes. The faculty seeks to prepare students to work in 
media industries and train them to critically analyze the way media influenced the societies.

1.0   FACULTY OF COMMUNICATION AND MASS MEDIA (FCMM)

1.3    BSc. Honours (Hons) Communication and Mass Media

1.3.1    Degrees on Communication and Mass Media

The faculty of communication and Mass media offers a range of degree specialisms, each with its own different emphasis: 
Our students graduate with a degree in Communication and New media in one of the following specialisms:

•  Journalism and New Media major focuses on traditional and digital journalism. The students will study and learn 
how they can write and edit for Newspaper, how to work in a newsroom; how to find sources and how to present 
information to the public, using various media and focusing on different topics and target audiences for both print and 
online journalism. They will gain experience in Mobile journalism in order to cope with the Future of Media. Through 
this Major student will be able to produce investigate Reports, Photo journalism, Multimedia production with the use of 
journalism Ethics same as professional journalists. 
  
•  Radio and Television Students are encouraged to explore, present and express their talent in creative work across a 
broad spectrum of broadcasting areas, including script writing, multimedia creation, video shooting and editing, audio 
recording, directing and producing programmes. The faculty facilitate studios and labs for all aspects of Radio and TV 
department to enable students to work through it. They will be trained on producing professional materials with the 
aid of Doctors and experts that have a long experience in the career of Mass media. Many approaches are available in 
this Major, Students will be able to produce online materials, manage webcasting platforms, create their own films and 
radio packages in factual, fiction and entertainment formats and use these to create content for other media platforms. 
 
•  Media and Film Studies Students develop a universal understanding of the cultural and historical developments in film 
and media productions. Film studies will give the confidence and language needed to read a film. Film students will learn 
about the development of different approaches to cinema and how it became a cultural and industrial phenomenon 
that deals with critical thinking and screenwriting skills. In addition, Film studies will provide opportunities for students 
to produce short movies, documentaries, and explore the creative side through directing, editing, media planning, and 
many other issues in media.  

•  Integrated Marketing Communications students are expected to acquire comprehensive knowledge on all aspects 
of marketing, advertising and Public relations through local and internal scope. This is of which they study the basic 
and advanced material to prepare them for the business life. While the faculty focuses on delivering some theoretical 
means of marketing such as tactical and strategic planning processes of marketing, advertising PR, and social marketing, 
understanding different concepts of marketing research and target audience segmentation for better marketing 
plans. The faculty as well highlights the practical side of which students have the opportunity toutilize innumerable 
methodologies to create discursive digital and traditional marketing plans to suit societal and market needs.
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1.3.2           What will I study?

1.3.4    Career and further education opportunities

1.3.5    How to Apply for a programme in the faculty of Communication and Mass media.

1.3.6    When to apply

Preparatory Year

Degree Year 1

Degree Year 2

Degree Year 3
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1.3.4   Career and further education opportunities

You will be introduced to modules from the field of communication and Mass media. This also provides students with 
the opportunity to develop their English and study skills.

The faculty seeks to build internal and external relationships with:
• Media agencies
• Local communities
• National and international educational and research institutes
These will provide career and further study opportunities for graduates.

(i) The early admissions period begins in January of each academic year.
(ii) Applicants programmes are full the applicants will be placed on a waiting list.

This provides the foundation for the study of communication and Mass media generally and your field of specialisation 
in particular. You will be introduced to a range of theories and research exploring the role of the media in society.

You study a number of compulsory modules and you also begin to decide on your area of specialisation through your 
choice of optional modules. You will be taught how to conduct research by generating your own data.

The final year in the degree programme contains compulsory and optional modules all focused on advanced areas of 
the study and your chosen area of specialisation. Furthermore, students are encouraged to achieve a graduation project 
according to their major.

(i) Read the admissions section in our general booklet. This can also be downloaded at www.bue.edu.eg
(ii) Submit an application online at www.bue.edu.eg
(iii) Call the BUE Hotline and speak to a member of staff in the Student Affairs Department if you require further 
information - 19(BUE) 19283


